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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with oscillation of solutions of linear Hamiltonian system 
X'  = A(t)X + U(t)Y, 
Y' = C(t)X - A*(t)Y, t _> to, (1.1) 
where X(t), Y(t), A(t), B(t), C(t) are n × n real continuous matrix functions uch that C(t) is 
symmetric and B(t) is symmetric and positive definite. By M*, we mean the transpose of the 
matrix M. 
For any two solutions Xl(t),Yl(t) and X2(t),Y2(t) of (1.1), the "Wronskian" X~(t)Y2(t) -  
Y~(t)X2(t) is a constant matrix. In particular, for any solution X(t), Y(t) of (1.1), X*(t)Y(t) - 
Y*(t)X(t) is a constant matrix. The solution X(t), Y(t) of (1.1) is said to be conjoined if 
X*(t)Y(t) - Y*(t)X(t) = O. (1.2) 
A conjoined solution X(t), Y(t) of (1.1) is said to be a conjoined basis of (1.1) if the rank of 
the 2n x n-matrix (X(t); Y(t)) is n. A conjoined basis X(t), Y(t) of (1.1) is said to be oscillatory 
on [0, co), if det X(t) has arbitrarily large zeros; otherwise, X(t), Y(t) is called nonoscillatory. 
System (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if every conjoined basis of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
The linear Hamiltonian system associated with (1.1) is given by 
x' = A(t)x + B(t)y,  
y' = C(t)x - A*(t)y, t > O. (1.3) 
If (X(t), Y(t)) is a solution of (1.1), then its columns are solutions of (1.3). The points to, tl C 
[0, +oc), to ~ tl, are said to be mutually conjugate relative to (1.3) if there exists a solution z(t) = 
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(x(t),y(t)) of (1.3) such that x(to) = O, x(t l)  = 0, and x(t) ~ 0 on the subinterval with end- 
points to and tl. System (1.3) is said to be disconjugate on a subinterval J of [0, co) if no two 
distinct points of J are conjugate relative to (1.3). It is said to be oscillatory if for every to > 0 
there exists a tl > to such that (1.3) is not disconjugate on [to, tl]. If (1.3) is disconjugate on J,  
and X, Y is the conjoined basis of (1.1) satisfying X(to) = O, Y(to) = I, the identity n-matrix, 
to e J ,  then detX( t )  ~ 0 for t E J ,  t ~ to. 
For any n × n real symmetric matrices A, B, C, the eigenvalues Ak(A) of A, 1 < k < n, may be 
arranged as )~I(A) >_/~2(A) >_ " .  ~ An(A). We write A > B to mean A - B >__ 0, that is A - B 
is positive semidefinite, and A > B to mean that A - B > 0, that is A - B is positive definite. 
We will use some properties of this ordering, viz., A >__ B implies that CAC > CBC and A _> B 
and B >_ 0 imply that A > 0. If S is the real linear space of all real symmetric n × n matrices, 
then tr : S -~ R is a linear functional and (trA) 2 <_ nt rA  2 for every A E S. Further, A > B 
implies that tr A >_ tr B for all A, B E S. As usual, 
Moreover, 
n n 
tr A = E Ak(A) = E akk, if A = (a i j )nxn .  
k=l  k=l  
tr Q(s) ds = tr Q(s) ds. 
Let (I)(t) be a fundamental matrix for the linear equation v' = A(t)v. The pair (A(t), B(t)) is 
said to be controllable if the rows of O- l ( t )B( t )  are linearly independent over any subinterval 
of [0, c~) (see [1, pp. 36-37; 2, p. 107]). Suppose that B(t) > 0 and the pair (A, B) is controllable, 
and there exists an oscillatory conjoined basis of (1.1); then from Sturm's separation theorem [1, 
Theorem 16, p. 71; 2, Theorem 7.3.5], it follows that every conjoined basis of (1.1) is oscillatory, 
and hence, system (1.1) or (1.3) is called oscillatory. In this case, the oscillation of our definition 
agrees with nondisconjugacy of (1.1) or (1.3) on any neighborhood of +co. 
In the case when A(t) - O, B(t) > 0, (1.1) reduces to the second-order self-adjoint matrix 
differential system 
(P(t)X') '  + Q(t )X = 0 (1.4) 
with P(t) -~ B- l ( t ) ,  Q(t) = -C( t ) .  The oscillation and nonoscillation of (1.4) have been exten- 
sively studied by many authors [1,3-14]. A discrete version of (1.4) is studied in [15]. Particularly, 
for the case when P(t) = I, i.e., for the equation 
X"  + Q(t )X = 0, (1.5) 
it was conjectured by Hinton and Lewis [9] that (1.5) is oscillatory if 
lim tr Q(s) ds = co. 
This conjecture was settled with some additional assumptions on the rate of growth of the trace of 
f~t ° Q(s) ds by Mingarelli [131, Kwong et aS. [11], Butler and Erbe [3,4], and Butler et aS. [5]. This 
conjecture was proved by Kwong and Kaper [10] for the two-dimensional case, and by Byers et 
al. [6] for arbitrary n-dimensional cases. 
We recall to introduce the following concept from [5]. For any subset t9 of the real line R, 
p(E) denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. If f :  [t0, oc) ~ R is continuous and if l, m satisfy 
-e~ < l, m _< e~, then 
limapproxinft__.~f(t) = 1 if and only if #{t E [to, oc):  f (t)  <_ 11} < +oo, 
for all 11 < I and #{t E [t0, oc) : f (t)  _< 12} = +oe for all 12 > I. 
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Similarly, l imapproxsupt-,oJ(t) = m if and only if #{t E [to, oc) : f(t)  > ml} = +c~ for all 
ml < m and #{t E [to, oc) : f(t)  >_ m2} < +c~ for all m2 > m. We define limapproxt-,oof(t) = tr 
in case 
limapproxsupt-oo f (t ) -- limapproxinft__,o~ f ( t) = tr. 
We may note that these concepts are different from those of lim inft--,o~ f(t)  and lim supt_,~ f(t).  
Indeed, if f (t)  = tsint,  t E (0, c~), then liminft--,o~ f(t)  = -oc ,  l imsupt~o ~ f(t)  = +oc. How- 
ever, l imapproxsupt~f ( t )  ~ +c~, since 
#{t • (0, c~) : f(t)  >_ 2t} = #{t • (0, c~): sint > 2} = 0. 
In general, 
lim inf F(t) <_ limapproxinft_.~F(t) < limapproxsupt_,~F(t) 
_< lim supF(t) .  
t ---* O~ 
The purpose of this paper is to establish some new oscillation criteria for the Hamiltonian 
system (1.1). Our results improve and generalize some known results even for the self-adjoint 
differential system (1.4). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Let f(t)  be a smooth and real-valued function on [to, co), a(t) = exp( -2  f:o f(s)  ds). Suppose 
that B(t) > O. 
If a conjoined basis X(t),  Y(t) of (1.1) is nonoscillatory, then X(t)  is nonsingular for all suffi- 
ciently large t, without loss of generality, say t _> to. Let 
W(t) = a(t) [Y ( t )X- : ( t )  + f ( t )B- l ( t ) ]  , t > to. (2.1) 
From (1.1), we have 
W'(t) = Cl(t) - A*(t)W(t) - W(t)A(t)  - W(t )B l ( t )W(t ) ,  (2.2) 
where 
1 
Bl(t)  = a -~ B(t), (2.3) 
C:(t) = a(t) {C(t) + f(t)  [B- : ( t )A(t)  + A*(t)B-:(t)]  + [f(t)B- l (t)]  ' - f2 ( t )B- l ( t )  } . (2.4) 
Recall ~(t) is a fundamental matrix of the linear equation v' = A(t)v, and set 
1 _: 
B2(t) = O- l ( t )B : ( t )o* - l ( t )  = ~(t) • (t)B(t)~p*-l(t), (2.5) 
C2 (t) ---- -0"  (t)C1 (t)O(t). (2.6) 
If we let R(t) = O*(t)W(t)O(t), then from (2.2), we get 
R'(t) = O* (t)A* (t)W(t)~(t) + ¢* (t)W'(t)O(t) + ~* (t)W(t)A(t)~(t)  
= O* (t)Cl(t)O(t) - ~* (t)W(t)B:  (t)W(t)O(t) 
= ~* (t)C1 (t)O(t) - ~* (t)W(t)O(t) [O-: (t)Bx (t)~* --1 (t)] (~* (t)W(t)O(t). 
From (2.5) and (2.6), it follows that R(t) satisfies the following Riccati equation: 
R'(t) = -C2(t)  - R(t)B2(t)R(t), (2.7) 
or  
R(t) = R(to) - C2(s) ds - R(s)B2(s)R(s) ds. (2.8) 
~r ther ,  R*(t) = R(t) due to (1.2). 
In the sequel, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that (1.1) is nonoscillatory on [to, oc), and B2(t) >_ I, for t E [to, oC). Then 
T I" 
0 < lira ] tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds < +oc, for t > to, (2.9) T~cx~ Yt
if and only if 
lim inf 1 ~T(9~t l  ) T--*oc T tr(C2(s))ds dt > -c~. (2.10) 
PROOF. Since B2(t) > I ,  and R2(t) >0, then R(t)B2(t)R(t) >_0 and hence, tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) >_0. 
Suppose (2.9) holds. Thus, 
j ~ (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) < oc, > to. (2.11) tr ds t 
From (2.8), we obtain 
tr R(t) = tr R(to) - tr C2(s)ds - tr R(s)B2(s)R(s)ds, (2.12) 
that is 
tr R(t) - tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds = - tr (C2(s)) ds + L, (2.13) 
where  
L = tr R(to) - tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds. 
Since B2(t) >_ I, from (2.11) it follows that 
T~ T trR2(s)ds -< T--,~lim ~1 tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s))ds = O. 
That is, 
Since (tr R(t)) 2 < n tr R2(t), then 
Setting M(t)  = f t  
by (2.9), M(t) < cc for t _> to. 
for t > tl, 
due to (2.11). Hence, 
lim 1 9~to T T- .~ T tr R2(s) ds = O. 
lim 1 fro T T-~ T (trR(t))2dt = 0. (2.14) 
Thus, 
tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds, we observe that M(t) is positive continuous and 
For every z > 0, it is possible to find a tl > to, such that 
1 T 
0< ~t ~ tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds < e, 
tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt = ~ tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt 
1 j(t;(~ttcc )2 1 ~tl 1 T tl + ~ tr (n(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt < -~ M2(t) dt + -~T ~2. 
T~ T tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt < e 2. 
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Since ~ is arbitrary, then 
lim 1 j (o( f t  °° )2 T--+oo T tr(R(s)B2(s)n(s))ds dt = O. 
From (2.14) and (2.15), we have 
lim l f~[  f~  ]2 T-+~ T trR(t)- tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s))ds dt 
<2 lim 1 fit; fft~(~t m )2 - T--+~T (trR(t))2dt+2 lim 1 T--+m T tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds 
Thus, from (2.13) it follows that 
lim 1 ft~[ j(t] ] 2 r-+oo T - trC2(s)ds+ L dt=O. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
T fftTo (L-~t]trC2(s)ds) dt <- [ l  ~ttT (L-~t]trC2(s)ds) 2
Hence, by (2.16) 
1471 
(2.15) 
dt=O. 
(2.16) 
(2.18) 
lim 1 ~to T---+oo T trR(s)ds =-oo. 
So for large T we have, again using (2.17), 
1 ~t~(ft£ ) 2 fo  tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s))ds dt< --~ trR(t) dt. 
Then (2.17) yields 
liml ( ) T--~oc T L - tr C2 (s) ds dt = O, 
that is, 
lim 1 ~t0T(jft I ) T--+~ T rC2(s)ds dt = L > -oo, 
so that (2.10) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (2.10) holds. From (2.8), we have 
e f t ] iv  T- t°R( to)= 1 ~tTo f ] 1 fo~t  In(s) ds T -~  C2(s) ds dt - ~ tr (R(s)B2(s)n(s)) ds dt, 
so that from (2.10), we obtain 
lim sup[l ~ 1 ~:  ] T--+~ ~ trR(s)ds + ~ tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s))dsdt < oo. (2.17) 
Since tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) > O, for t > to, it follows that l imt~ ftto tr (R(s)B:(s)R(s))ds exists, 
finite or infinite. Suppose that limt_~ re: tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s))ds = oc. Hence, 
lim 1 ~( f t , i  ) T--.~ T tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt = oc. 
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Now by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
T /~t rR( t )  dt <_ (tr R(t)) 2 dt x 
< -~ trR2(t)dt 
[ Tt T ] 1/2 _< , 
so that (2.18) gives 
tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt 
for large T, say, for t > T1. Setting, for T > T1, 
we obtain 
4~ f-T tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dr, 
f (/i ) H(T) = tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds dt > O, 
f H'(T) = tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) dE. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Thus, (2.20) yields H2(T) < 4nTH'(T),  for T k T1. Integrating this inequality from T1 to T, we 
get 
1 1 
[logT - logT l l  <- )~11H ` ------v"4--~ 
A contradiction is obtained as T --~ c~. Thus, limt_.~ ftto tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds exists as a finite 
limit. 
Consequently, we have (2.9). Thus, the lemma is proved. 
Now we give the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that B2(t) >_ I for t > to, and (2.10) holds. If one of the conditions 
(C1) 
(c~) 
(c3) 
(c4) 
T-*~ T tr C2(s) ds dt = +oc, 
T--,~ T tr C2(s) ds dt =- +~,  
Is: ] limapproxsupT__,~ tr C2(s) ds = +oc, 
limapproxinfT_.~ tr s) ds = -c~, 
holds, then (1.1) is oscillatory. 
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PROOF. Supposing that (1.1) is nonoscillatory, there exists a conjoined basis X(t), Y(t) of (1.1) 
is nonoscillatory. Without loss of generality, we assume that detX(t) # 0 for t > to. From 
Lemma 1, it follows that (2.9) holds, where R(t) = O*(t)W(t)O(t), W(t) is given by (2.1). 
Suppose that (C1) holds. Since B2(t) _> I and R2(t) >_ O, then trR(t)B2(t)R(t) >_ O. 
From (2.8), we obtain 
f2 tr R(to) + tr (-R(t)) _> tr C2(s)ds. 
Thus, 
1 T T Tt0 1 ~ fo tr(-R(t))dt +- - t rR( to )  > ~ ftT (tr ftl C2(s)ds) dt. (2.21) 
By hypothesis (C1) and equation (2.21), we obtain that there exists a sequence Tm such that 
Tm --~ co as m ~ co and 
lim 1 J~t'~" m--o~ ~ tr (-R(t)) dt = +co. (2.22) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
~---~ftTomtr(-R(t))dt [ 1 ft0T'~ dt] 1/2 [Tm-to] 1/2 -~ ~m (tr(-R(t))2 x [ ~ j  
< ~ (trR2(t)) dt 
[ n ftoTm I 1/2 < ~ tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t))dt 
Using (2.22), we obtain 
lim 1 ft~ ~ m-~o¢ ~ tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dt = +co, 
which in turn implies that 
lim fTm tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dt = +co. 
m--~o¢ J to 
On the other hand, (2.9) implies that 
lim fTm tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t))dt < +co. 
m--~oo j tO 
This contradiction completes the proof of part (C1). 
Let (C2) be true. From (2.13), we have 
2 ~ 2 
4 (tr (-R(t))) 2 + tr (n(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds + 2L 2. 
Thus, 
tr C2(s) ds dt < 4 (tr (-R(t))) 2 dt 
1 T oo 2 
+T fro (tr J~t R(s)B2(s)R(s)ds) dr+ 2L ~ (T Tt_______oo), 
(2.23) 
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1 j~toT n j~t~ n /t  ~ (tr ( -R(t) ) )  2 dt << ~ tr R2(t) dt << ~ tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dt, 
and (2.9) implies that 
f; l im (tr ( -R ( t ) ) )  2 dt = 0. T- - *~ 
Clearly, (2.9) yields 
lim [ __ tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s) ds dt = O. 
T -+ c~ Yto 
Hence, we obtain from (2.23) that 
lim 1 / t / , (  f I )2 T-+oo T tr C2(s) ds dt < +oo, 
This completes the proof of the part under assumption (C2) of the 
On the other hand, 
Thus, 
E[ t r  (-R(t))] 2 dt >_ k2#(Ek) = +oc. 
k 
/E [tr(-R(t))]2dt <<-n/E tr (R2( t ) )d t<n jE  tr(R(t)B2(t)R(t))dt 
k k k 
< n tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t))dt < +ec 
due to (2.24). Hence, the proof of the part under assumption (C3) of the theorem is complete. 
which contradicts (C2). 
theorem. 
Let us assume (C3) holds. Since (2.9) holds, then 
jft~ tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dt < +oo. (2.24) 
By (C3), for every real l, we have 
{ Jl } # t • [t0, oo) : tr C2(s)ds >_ 1 = +oo. (2.25) 
We may write (2.12) in the form, for t > to, 
tr (-R(t))  = tr C2(s) as + tr (-R(t0)) + tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds. 
Hence, for any real k, we obtain in view of (2.24) that 
{t • [t0, e~): tr(-R(t)) > k} 
= t • [to, oo): tr C2(s)ds >_ k+trR( to ) -  tr(R(s)B2(s)R(s))ds . 
Consequently, from (2.25) it follows that 
#{t • [to,oO): tr (-R(t)) > k} = +oc 
for any real k. In particular, #(Ek) = +oo, where 
Ek = {t • [t0, c~): tr (-R(t)) _> k > 0}. 
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Suppose that (C4) holds. Since (2.9) is true, then for every e > 0 there exists a To > to such 
that t > To implies that 
ft ~ (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) < c. (2.26) tr ds 
The assumption (C4) yields 
limapproxinfT__,~ tr C2(s) ds = -co. 
Hence, for every real l, 
# t e [to,co) : tr  C2(s)ds < l = +co. (2.27) 
For any real k, we have, in view of (2.13) and (2.16), 
{t • [To, co): tr (-R(t)) < k} 
{ Ijo I ) = t • [To, oc): tr C2(s) ds < k + n + tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds 
{ S;o ; 1 = t•[To ,  c~): t r  C2(s) ds<_k+L+e- t r  C2(s) ds . J to J 
Thus, for every real k, (2.27) implies that 
#{t • [to, co): tr (-R(t)) _< k} = +co. (2.28) 
If Ek = {t • [to, co) : tr (-R(t)) _< k < O}, then #(Ek) = +co and 
E[tr  (-R(t))] 2 _> k2#(Ek) +co. 
k 
However, 
due to (2.9). 
fE [tr(-R(t))] 2dr< ~ tr dt (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) n 
k dEk  
_< n tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t))dt < +co 
This contradiction completes the proof of the part under assumption (C4) of the 
theorem. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the Hamiltonian system 
X' = A(t)X + B(t)Y, 
Y' = C(t)X - A*(t)Y, 
where 
A(t )= 0 1 t 2e -2t ' 
C(t) = [ -e-2t (2(l +sint) + 4tc°st - t2s int )  00] 
0 
Letting ep(t) = [ et o ], then (I)(t) is a fundamental matrix of the equation v' = A(t)v. 
0 e - t  
(2.29) 
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Let f(t) = 0; then a(t) -- 1, and hence, Cl(t) = C(t), Bl(t) = B(t). 
have 
B2(t )=(~- l ( t )B i ( t )o*- i ( t ) -= [ t2+1 ;1 t >0 
and 
By (2.5) and (2.6), we 
o2,t, x 
C~(t )=-O*( t )C l ( t )O( t )= [2 ( l+s in t )+4tcost - t2s in t  0] 
0 0 ' 
and then // tr C~ (s) ds = 2t(1 + sin t) + t 2 cos t - 27r. 
/2 
Thus, 
tr C2(s)ds dt= T2(l +s inT) -  27rT +--g - > -2~rT. 
/2 /2 
Consequently, 
lim inf 1 j~T ( f~ t ) tr C2(s) ds dt>-2~>-cc  
T--,~ T /2 /2 - 
and 
tr C2(s) ds dt = +oc. 
T ~ -T /2 /2 
Thus, from Theorem 1 (C~), it follows that (2.29) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 2. I fB2(t) >_ I, for t > to, 
r (fl ) lim inf tr C2( s) ds dt = -oc, 
T---+ cx~ J to 
and [s: ] limapproxsupr__,~ tr C2(s) ds = m > -e~, (2.30) 
then (1.1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let X( t ) ,Y ( t )  be a conjoined basis of (1.1). If possible, let X(t)  be nonsingular for 
all sufficiently large t, without loss of generality, say t _> to. Putting R(t) = ~*(t)W(t)I,(t), 
where W(t) is given by (2.1), then (2.8) holds. From (2.30) and Lemma 1, it follows that 
to~ tr (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) dt = +ec. (2.31) 
For any e > 0, the given condition yields 
{ } p tE[to,  c~): t r  C2(s) ds>m-c  =+oc. 
Thus, using (2.12), 
{ } # t e [to, cX~): tr R(s)B2(s)R(s)ds < tr ( -R(t ) )  + trR(to) - m + c = +co. 
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Consequently,  for large t, 
tr  R(s)B2(s)R(s)ds<_tr(-R(t))+trR(to)-m+e. 
Hence, in view of (2.31), we have l imt-- ,~ tr  ( -R ( t ) )  = +ee.  We may choose To > to such that  
tr  ( -R ( t ) )  > e + tr R(to) - m for t > To. Then  
# t e [To, ec ) :  tr  R(s)B2(s)R(s)  ds <_ 2tr ( -R ( t  = +ec. 
Let 
E = t • [To, ec ) :  tr  R(s)B2(s)R(s)  ds <_ 2tr ( -R ( t  . 
Hence, #(E)  = +e~. Sett ing, for t > To, 
2 h(t) = tr (R(s)B2(s)R(s)) ds > O, 
we get h'(t)  = tr  (R(t)B2(t)R(t)) >_ O. For t • E ,  
(f2 tr R(s)B2(s)n(s) ds <_ 4 (tr(-n(t)))  2 <_ 4ntr (n2(t)) 
<_ 4n tr( n(t)B2(t)R(t) 
implies that  h 2 (t) <_ 4nh l(t). Integrat ing over E ,  we obta in 
4nl JE h'(t) /T~ h'(t) 1 - -  #(E) -< h -~ dt <_ T_.,cx~lim h-~ dt < h-~o) < +c~, 
a contradict ion,  since ~(E)  = +c~. This  completes the proof  of Theorem 2. 
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